Fundamental study for estimating azimuthal shear wave anisotropy by applying VSM in marine airgun survey
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In this study we utilize the virtual source method to overcome existing problems surrounding marine shear wave survey. We improve the virtual source method (VSM) to enable to generate shear wave signal even in marine survey by using airgun records and a single ocean bottom seismometer (OBS). To evaluate this method, we conduct numerical experiments by using 3D finite difference simulation including an azimuthal anisotropic layer. We generate virtual 4C data by using our VSM and estimate azimuthal direction in subsurface of the model by applying the Alford rotation to these virtual 4C data with reasonable accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Shear wave survey takes more and more important role because it gives information of not only geometrical structure of subsurface but also lithological properties. Although shear wave survey has these advantages, it is difficult to use it in marine environment because shear modulus of water is zero. In recent year, some researchers proposed signal processing method to emphasize shear wave signal. They applied the virtual source method (VSM) to received data. They demonstrated how effective their method was in numerical simulation or laboratory experiments, but more detail data processing by utilizing those data has not been done efficiently.

In this paper, we put forward new application of the virtual source method (VSM) to received data by ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) for estimating azimuthal anisotropic structure in subsurface. The VSM enable us to generate virtual traces from data sets of an array of air-gun shots and single OBS on the sea floor. After that we apply the Alford rotation to virtual traces in order to estimate azimuthal anisotropic structure in subsurface.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we use synthetic seismic data sets from 3D-finite difference seismic simulation with rotated staggered grid. We put a line of the explosive source in the sea water, and a single OBS on the seafloor of the model. We put an anisotropic and isotropic layer in the model. We set some different azimuthal angle to anisotropic layer to test the accuracy of our method.

2. 3D SYNTHETIC DATA

In this chapter, we present the method to make synthetic 3D seismic data and the shot gathers.

(1) Methods

As shown in Figure 1, we use a simple 5 layered model. We put OBS on the seafloor in the center of the model. We define a 1200m length of survey line and we put 101 air-gun sources in every 12m near the sea surface. The source function is the Ricker wavelet with 10Hz peak frequency. We use PML absorbing layer at the end of the model in order to absorb artificial reflection waves. We modeled the anisotropic layer as HTI model with azimuthal angle of 45 and 60 degrees. We define these models as 45-degree model and 60-degree model. Model properties and elements of stiffness matrix are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

| Table 1 Parameters of the model |
|-------------------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
| Sea layer | Iso layer 1 | Aniso layer 2 |
| $p_0$ (kg/m³) | 1000 | 2000 | 2200 |
| $V_p$ (m/s) | 1500 | 1800 | 2000 | 1155 |
| $V_s$ (m/s) | 0 | 1039 | 1900 | 1039 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iso layer 3</th>
<th>Iso layer 4</th>
<th>Another parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_0$ (kg/m³)</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_p$ (m/s)</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_s$ (m/s)</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>1443</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Parameters of the grid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Δx$ (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Δt$ (ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{peak}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Values of stiffness tensor in anisotropic layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stiffness value [GPa]</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{11}$</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{33}$</td>
<td>7.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{13}$</td>
<td>2.701</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 is shot gathers of each model and direction. The left column is 45-degree model, and the right column is 60-degree model. The range of amplitude is $\pm 1e^{-5}$ in $x$ and $z$ direction, and $\pm 3e^{-6}$ in $y$ direction.

3. VIRTUAL 4C DATA

We show the method of synthesizing virtual 4C data and azimuthal anisotropic angle estimation in Figure 3.

(1) P-S wave field separation

As first step of the processing, we do P-S wave field separation\(^{(5)}\) to the reflection signal in order to emphasis PS converted signal from the subsurface. We do this method to the received data in $x$-direction and we use S wave field data in $x$-direction for later processing.

Figure 1: The specifications of the model

Figure 3: Processing flow chart
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Figure 2: Shot gathers of each model
(2) Extract horizontal events in F-K domain

After P-S wave field separation, we extract horizontal events in F-K domain because we now assume the model as horizontally layered structure. So the reflection signal should have small wave number in F-K domain. Hence we extract the event which contains less than $5\Delta k$ (1/m) in x-direction and y-direction. $\Delta k$ means the step size of wave number.

![Figure 4 Processed shot gather in 45deg model](image)

![Figure 5 Processed shot gather in 60deg model](image)

Figure 4 and Figure 5 are the processed data in each model. The range of amplitude is $\pm 1e^{-6}$.

(3) VSM to make virtual 4C data

Now we make virtual 4C data by using VSM. As shown in Figure 6, we can see virtual shot record at each shot position by taking cross-correlation to each neighboring shot record. There are totally 101 shot records, so we can make 100 virtual traces in each component. For example, we take two pairs L1-L2 and R1-R2. In the case of the left side from OBS, L1-L2, we use these equations below.

$$
V_{xx} = V_{L1x} \otimes V_{L2x} \quad V_{xy} = V_{L1x} \otimes V_{L2y} \\
V_{yx} = V_{L1y} \otimes V_{L2x} \quad V_{yy} = V_{L1y} \otimes V_{L2y}
$$

(1)

$V_{L1x}$ and $V_{L1y}$ means true received data of x- or y-direction particle velocity from L1 or L2. $\otimes$ means cross-correlation, $V_{xx}$ means virtually shots in x direction at L1 or R1 and virtually receives in x direction at L2 or R2. In the case of R1-R2, we use the equations similar to the L1-L2 case.

$$
V_{xx} = V_{R2x} \otimes V_{R1x} \quad V_{xy} = V_{R2x} \otimes V_{R1y} \\
V_{yx} = V_{R2y} \otimes V_{R1x} \quad V_{yy} = V_{R2y} \otimes V_{R1y}
$$

(2)

By using equations (1) and (2), we can extract virtual shear signals from air-gun data. In other words, we can extract horizontal forces from explosive forces just correlating neighboring traces (red and green arrows in Figure 6). Through these processing, we can create virtual common offset gathers (blue dot arrow in Figure 6).

(4) Alford rotation

Finally we estimate azimuthal angle by applying Alford rotation to these virtual data.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we’ll show the result of virtual 4C data and the final results after applying Alford rotation in each model.

(1) Virtual 4C data sets

Figure 7 – 14 are the virtual 4C gathers in each models. To emphasis the shear signal, the direct wave and the reflection waves from the seafloor are muted in these figures (0-0.3s).
Figure 7 Virtual 4C gather in 45deg. xx

Figure 8 Virtual 4C gather in 45deg. xy

Figure 9 Virtual 4C gather in 45deg. yx

Figure 10 Virtual 4C gather in 45deg. yy

Figure 11 Virtual 4C gather in 60deg. xx

Figure 12 Virtual 4C gather in 60deg. xy
Considering virtual source-receiver geometry, we can see the P-S-S-P signal from the bottom of the anisotropic layer around 0.7 sec in theoretical travel time.

(2) Estimated angle after Alford rotation

In this section, we’ll show the final result after Alford rotation. We estimate azimuthal angle in the model by using Alford rotation. We applied this method to the VSM data. We showed last section in 0.6-0.9s. The results for 45-degree model and 60-degree model are shown in Figure 15 and 16. In these Figures, x-axis means the placement of the survey line and y-axis means the estimated azimuthal anisotropic angle. The shaded line means the true value of the model.

As shown in Figure 15 and 16, we could estimate the azimuthal angle with reasonable accuracy near the OBS, 240-840m. This is because we couldn’t utilize the energy in high order Fresnel zone, we couldn't gain sufficient S/N ratio around the end of survey line. Another reason of the error comes from the contamination of the signal from other layers.

5. CONCLUSION

We applied VSM to 3D synthetic data recorded by a single OBS and a single airgun survey line so as to gain the information of the subsurface anisotropic layer. To evaluate the effectiveness of this method, we carried out the numerical 3D seismic simulation with an anisotropic layer. With these data, we made the virtual 4C data. After that we estimated azimuthal angle of the anisotropic layer by applying the Alford rotation to the virtual 4C data. The results of our numerical experiments show that this method can estimate the azimuthal angle in anisotropic layer though the use of airgun sources in marine environment. From this result, we could get not only lithological properties but also the distribution or density of existing cracks in subsurface.
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